
 

 

 

I always find returning to school after the festive period rather bleak.I think a combination of too 

much indulgence over Christmas and the short, dark January days normally leaves me feeling rather 

down. This year however has been rather different. There has been a real buzz in the classrooms 

and staff and pupils explore togther the big projects across the curriculum. It has been a real delight 

to have children popping into my office to share some new nugget of information that they have just 

learned or to show me their latest piece of writing or maths. 

Working in partnership with families is an essential part of our school. We value your opinions and 

it was lovely to welcome parents along to Parent Forum again to discuss home learning, reports and 

school uniform. The next forum on Friday 20th March will be reviewing the new behaviour policy 

that we are currently reviewing. We look forward to seeing you then. 

I hope you enjoy the news and photos which have been contributed to by the staff and the pupils. 

Kind regards 

Mrs Kirsty Dickenson (Principal) 

Sad Farewells 

Sadly, this Friday we wave goodbye to one of our long serving members of staff. Ms Cobban has 

worked at the school for several years as one of our brilliant teaching assistants. Over the years, she 

has provided learning and nuturing support for many pupils. She will be greatly missed by everyone 

at Grange Juniors and we wish her all the best with her next adventures. 

House News 

We award our next House Group Points Prize just before Easter. Our end of term update shows that 

Stanton are currently in the lead with 2345 points, closely followed by the other three houses. There 

is still ample time for a different house to claim victory! 

Safer Internet Day 

Well done to our Digital Leaders and Mr Williams for an informative and interesting assembly to 

profile Safer Internet Day on 11th February. There was lots of discussion about staying safe online 

by using safe websites and protecting personal identities. Every class also explored this further at 

sometime during the week to facilitate more discussion around this important subject. 

 

  



Parent Workshops 

Last Wednesday, we held our first parents workshop 

to support home learning. It was lovely to meet with 

those of you who were able to come and discover 

ways in which you could support your child’s learning 

of reading, spelling and times tables.  

There was a wide range of activities for parents to 

sample and some suggestions to take away. We will be 

uploading all of the resources to the website after the 

holiday in case you were unable to attend.   

I’d like to extend a huge thank you to the teaching 

staff who all made themselves available for the event 

in addition to their normal duties. Their hard work and 

preparation made the evening really worthwhile. 

 

 

 

  



Year Three  

What makes us British? 

We have been very happy to welcome Mrs McGarry to 

the Year 3 team. She is already settling in and enjoying 

her time in Elm class. 

Year 3 have been looking into what makes us British. In Geography, we 

have located the four countries and their capitals that make up the United 

Kingdom. We have also learnt about the flags of each of the four nations 

and the patron saints that they represent. This led us to discover how the 

union flag was created.  We have been fascinated to learn about significant 

monarchs that have ruled Britain and have plotted these on a timeline. 

Levi – “I have enjoyed learning about the countries that make up Great 
Britain.” 
Holly – “I have enjoyed learning about some of the Kings and Queens of 
Great Britain.” 

 

This term has been the turn of Ash and Elm classes to attend swimming 

lessons at the Cricklade leisure centre. Some children have been 

developing their technique whilst others are beginning to swim without 

armbands! 

Joseph – “I have enjoyed learning that if you learn a times tables fact 3 x 8 for example, you know 3 
other number facts too.  Learn one get three for free.” 
 
Jorawar – “I am proud that I am now allowed to write with a pen.” 
 
  



Year Four 

Where does our food come from? 

 

Year 4 have been exploring our topic question by checking 

their own food labels to see the journey it has taken to 

arrive on their plates. The children used maps to track the 

air miles and displayed their various favourite foods on a 

map of the world. 

“Everyone was so surprised at how far the fruit had 

travelled!”  Lola.  

“We learnt about the effects on the environment and the importance of eating seasonal food.”  Izzy. 

Last week, the children had a very creative 

independent experience at making their own rafts! 

Using only twigs, rope, glue and paper, the designs 

were sketched and then tested on water to see if their 

objective had been successful. 

“My raft was able to float for so long, due to the 

surface area and twig lay out.”  Giselle.  

 

“My raft was light and compact so it could sustain a small waterfall!”  Elissa. 

The sketch book designs were evaluated and edited 

if needed. All of the children had to think of their 

own designs and proved to be buddy STEM 

engineers. There were plenty of impressive and 

well-thought out designs. Well done, Year 4. 

                                                

 

 

Year Five 

Are we alone in the Universe? 

This term Year 5 have been asking the question, 'Are we alone in the 

universe?'.  As a result, we have been producing artwork of images 

of galaxies using chalk, whilst thinking about the probability of other 

life. For our other Art lessons, we have designed our own imaginary 

planetary landscapes, using a range of collage materials such as pasta, 

rice and papier-mâché. Once constructed, we used our learning about 

making secondary and tertiary colours to paint our 3-D art, using a 

range of interesting colours and effects. They looked 



fantastic! (Thanks to all our parents who provided items for the collage art as well as helping in 

class.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Science we have continued our look 

at 'Space' by doing a range of investigations 

on light and shadow (using our torches... and 

umbrellas!), as we have learnt about The Sun, 

the movement of the planets and Moon in our Solar System. Making it practical and real has helped 

the children's understanding and encouraged them to be better scientists, in making sure their tests 

are fair, the results recorded accurately and conclusions drawn using scientific vocabulary. 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Six 

Does adversity make you stronger? 

 

This term, Year 6 have started looking at our new topic on natural 

disasters through our key question, “Does adversity make you 

stronger?”  

We investigated the different meanings of adversity and researched 

its link to geographical events. Through discussing current natural 

disasters, we have broadened our understanding of what constitutes 

a natural or man-made disaster. Using the current news topic of the 

bushfires in Australia, we debated how this recent disaster has been managed and 

how similar disasters could be prevented from causing as much destruction as this calamity.  



First we examined the plate tectonics and how the movement of these plates 

cause a range of natural disasters to occur. We focused on tsunamis, looking at 

how the tsunami wave is formed as well as the damage it can cause. Having 

looked at the Boxing Day tsunami in 2010 in Indonesia, we considered the 

impact of the disaster, categorising the effects into short and long-term 

consequences. As part of this lesson we created our own tsunamis out of soil, 

paper, water and trays, with the aim of finding the best method to prevent 

flooding by a tsunami.   

We thoroughly enjoyed this engineering project 

and evaluated the effectiveness of each method, 

such as discussing the advantages and limitations 

of flood barriers.  

By the end of this term we will have looked at 

volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, enabling us to answer our key 

question through a debate.  

 

 

Extra-Curricular Activities 

Football Team – report by Lila and Ethan 

On Tuesday 4th February, the school football team played Eldene in an away match. The team 

played really well and it was a great game. IN the end, the score ended up as 2-1 to Grange which 

was a great victory for us. We all played really well and we had two great goal scorers – Lila and 

Ethan S. One of the goals was a free kick which was taken by Lila and it went top right. On the 

other hand, Ethan’s goal was placed in the bottom left and the shot was taken inside the box. 

Nominated by Mr Sutton as man of the match was George M and Lila was the captain. It was a 

great game and we did really well. Well done Grange! 

 

 

 

 

First Aid Club – report 

by Gunes, Angelina, Isis 

and Daanya 

First aid has been an amazing 

experience thanks to our brilliant 

teachers, Mrs Whitehouse and M 

Dias who gave up their time to 



teach us the importance of first aid. We have learned about how to help people of different ages 

who are choking. We really enjoyed learning CPR using different Resus Annies. We are very 

thankful for this opportunity that we have been given and the skills that we have learned will stay 

with us for the rest of our lives. 

 

 

 

 


